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Louise Kirsch 
PO Box 131 
La Joya, Rincón 
Puerto Rico 00677 
 
RE: EDA grant proposal from National Commonwealth Group to support their Sustainable Communities Framework 
for Puerto Rico 
 
To whom it may concern, 

My name is Louise Kirsh and I own and run a family farm in Rincón, Puerto Rico. 

I am writing in support of the work that our colleagues at National Commonwealth Group have authored and a 
grant application submitted to your office under the “FY 2018 EDA Disaster Supplemental Notice of Funding 
Opportunity (NOFO) (Disaster Supplemental NOFO)”.  
 
For many reasons I hope to see their Sustainable Communities Framework implemented immediately in Puerto 
Rico. Your agency’s support of NCG to this goal can only accelerate the assistance that has been sorely needed and 
promised for over 18 months. We thank you for your consideration in this time. 
 
Although our island has been portrayed in U.S. media as already recovered by some, or simply undeserved by 
others, I assure you that conditions on the ground continue to inhibit millions of U.S. cititens living here from 
conducting business as usual, much less working to their full potential. Many have all but lost faith in receiving the 
conventioinal aid that other U.S. states impacted by natural disasters have, despite their relatively small damages 
by comparison—at last count, over 4000 lives have been lost in Puerto Rico due to the impact of 2017’s hurricanes 
and lack of assistance since. 

Rebuilding our farm has been an expensive and time-consuming process, and far from complete. I am confident 
that the implementation of UNOs alone into the local economy will be met with much enthusiasm by out of work 
laborers and the underemployed wishing to help farms like mine clear fields, plant crops and rebuild roofs. 

I understand the SCF to represent far more than just a complementary currency initiative, and roll out of the full 
plan can only help establish foundations for future resilience to the hurricanes we all expect will continue. The 
values of volunteerism and the community cohesion that results from plans like this can only be of benefit to our 
culture.  

I have known and trusted NCG’s Managing Director for over 20 years and hope my comments and commitment are 
useful and validate your support of National Commonwealth Group to manage this effort. Helping farmers like us, 
driving small business growth and aiding in vital infrastructure repair embodies what I must assume is work the 
EDA is designed to support. 

I stand ready to promote and advance the Sustainable Communities Framework. Call on me anytime should you 
need further evidence of my support and appreciation. 

Sincerely, 

Louise Kirsch 


